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4. Romanticism
Juliusz Słowacki, Zygmunt Krasiński, Cyprian Kamil Norwid
Włodzimierz Szturc, Translated by Joanna Figiel
Adam Mickiewicz: Between the Province and the Cosmos
Zbigniew Majchrowski, Translated by Roksana Żgierska
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Alyssa Quint and Michael Steinlauf
Polish Theatre in Vilnius
Martynas Petrikas

6. Mapping Theatre (II)
German Theatre in Poland until 1989
Małgorzata Leyko, Translated by Elżbieta Leśniewska
Shakespeare and/in Polish Theatrical Cultures
Aleksandra Sakowska

7. Modernist Theatre
New Ideas of Theatre and Their Materialization
Katarzyna Fazan, Translated by Joanna Figiel and Michal Kobialka
Stage Practices at the Turn of the Twentieth Century
Dorota Jarząbek-Wasyl, Translated by Joanna Figiel

8. Avant-Gardes
Inter-reality: Between Matter and Memory in the Polish Avant-Garde
Agnieszka Jelewska, Translated by Stephen Dersley
Avant-Garde Sound Theatre
Anna R. Burzyńska, Translated by Joanna Figiel and Michal Kobialka

9. Theatre during the Second World War
Justyna Biernat and Karolina Czerska, Translated by Joanna Figiel

10. Political Theatres
The Political Subject
Joanna Krakowska, Translated by Aleksandra Sobczak
The Politics of Non-political Theatre
Grzegorz Niziołek, Translated by Joanna Figiel and Michal Kobialka
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1 A miniature referencing an Easter Passion play from the Dominican collection of meditations on Our Lord’s Sufferings, dating from the beginning of the sixteenth century.

2 Wojciech Bogusławski (1757–1829), entrepreneur, director, actor, playwright, historian and theatre critic, often referred to as the ‘Father of Polish Theatre’.

3 Dzieła dramatyczne, volume 1 of twelve volumes, published in Warsaw, 1820–3. This set contains Bogusławski’s original, translated and adapted plays and his History of National Theatre.

4 Poster advertisement designed by Fritz Kleinman for Ida Kamińska’s Yiddish translation of Maria Morozowicz-Szczechowska’s My kobiety (We Women; in Yiddish, Mir froyen), performed by the Warsaw Yiddish Art Theatre in 1932.

5 A studio portrait of the Warsaw Yiddish Art Theatre with Ester-Rokhl Kamińska, seated at the centre. Her daughter, Ida Kamińska, is standing top left, while her son-in-law, Zygmunt Turkow, is seated front left. Taken c. 1924.

6 Playbill for Leon Schiller’s Yiddish language 1938 production of Shakespeare’s The Tempest at the Folks un Jugnt-Teater, Łódź.

7 Amareya Theatre & Guests, still from Ophelia performed by Agnieszka Kamińska, Katarzyna Pastuszak, Aleksandra Śliwińska, Anna Kalwajtys and Dorota Androsz, 2015 (photo by Greg Goodale).

8 The ‘Tiger Lillies’ production of Hamlet at the Gdańsk Shakespeare Festival, 2015 (photo by Greg Goodale).

9 Stanisław Wyspiański’s Wesele (The Wedding) in Lwów, 1914, postcard.
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10 Stanisław Wyspiański’s Wesele (The Wedding), directed by Jan Klata for the Narodowy Stary Teatr im. Heleny Modrzejewskiej, Kraków, 2017 (photo by Magda Hueckel).

11 Kazimierz Kamiński (1865–1928), actor and director, as Mephistopheles in Goethe’s Faust, Teatr Miejski, Kraków, 1900.

12 Portrait of Irena Solska by Stanisław Wyspiański, 1904.


14 Miron Białoziębski’s Theatre: a production photo from the Third (1956) and Fourth (1969) Programme set against the stage-design from the Fifth Classical Programme (1961).

15 Centrala’s most radical and well-known production, Chopin bez fortepianu (Chopin without a Piano), produced at the Juliusz Słowacki Theatre in Kraków and the GAP Artistic Agency, 2013 (photo by Natalia Kabanow).

16 The Independent Theatre’s production of Stanisław Wyspiański’s Balladyna (1943) introduced bold design and production solutions.


18 Stanisława Wysocka as Ms Rollison in Dziady (Forefathers’ Eve) by Adam Mickiewicz, directed by Leon Schiller, 1934 (photo by Stanisław Brzozowski). Courtesy of Justyna Wąsowska.


20 Małgorzata Hajewska-Krzysztofik as Grace in Cleansed by Sarah Kane, directed by Krzysztof Warlikowski, 2001 (photo by Stefan Okołowicz). Courtesy of Stefan Okołowicz.
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24. Karol Radziszewski’s *Książę* (*The Prince*, 2013). Film still. 403
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As this collection goes to press, mass demonstrations throughout Poland have revealed widespread anger at the enforcement of regressive laws against women and religious fundamentalism. These are the largest public demonstrations since the Solidarity Movement in the 1980s. Many theatre and performance makers have participated in and led these protests, as they have done historically. This book is dedicated to that struggle.
A Note on Terminology

Naming Polish cities is both historically fraught and linguistically complicated in translation. We have chosen to keep the Polish spelling for names of cities when they have been accepted as standard in English usage (such as Gdańsk, Kraków, Łódź, Poznań, Wrocław), whereas we have employed the anglicized names for those cities for which the Polish spelling has not been widely adopted in written or spoken English (Lviv, Vilnius, Warsaw). Some of the cities concerned, such as Lviv and Vilnius, are not within the borders of modern Poland. Theatre companies, concepts, or forms have been translated while names of theatres have not, unless their English translation is currently found in popular usage.